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Moderni rahoitusteoria perustuu stokastisen analyysin menetelmiin ja usein mallit so­
veltavat martingaaliteoriaa ja stokastista integraaliteoriaa. Erityisesti Black-Scholes 
malli perustuu Itö-integraaleihin ja geometriseen Brownin liikkeeseen.
Tässä työssä tutkitaan Black-Scholes mallin ja geometrisen Brownin liikkeen lokaa­
lin ajan välistä yhteyttä. Ensin työssä esitellään Black-Scholes malli ja todistetaan 
markkinamalliin liittyvät perustulokset. Seuraavaksi työssä etsitään uusi integraaliesi- 
tys geometrisen Brownin liikkeen lokaalille ajalle Black-Scholes mallin avulla. Työssä 
käsitellään myös sovelluksia.
Työn tulokset ovat lupaavia. Uuden integraaliesityksen lisäksi työssä esitellään kaksi 
eri tapaa laskea geometrisen Brownin liikkeen lokaalin ajan odotusarvo. Integraalie- 
sitystä sovelletaan Black-Scholes differentiaaliyhtälöön ja eksponentiaalisen martin- 
gaalin lokaaliin aikaan. Työssä myös johdetaan hinta Eurooppalaisille optioille, jot­
ka määräytyvät kahden konveksin funktion erotuksena. Tämän sovelluksena työssä 
näytetään että mitä suurempi konveksin Eurooppalaisen option maturiteetti on, sitä 
enemmän pääomaa vaaditaan siltä suojautumiseen.
Sivumäärä: 63 + 9 Avainsanat: stokastinen analyysi, rahoitusteoria, lokaali 
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The history of stochastic integration began with Brownian motion named after R. 
Brown (1827). The mathematical studies of Brownian motion can be traced to three 
independent sources, T.N. Thiele, L. Bachelier and A. Einstein, and often the credit 
for the mathematical model of Brownian motion is given to Einstein for his work in 
1905. Einstein assumed that Brownian motion is a process with continuous paths 
and independent stationary Gaussian increments, which is similar to the modern 
definition of Brownian motion. There have been many mathematicians such as 
I. Gihman and N. Wiener who have had an influence on the birth of stochastic 
integration and analysis, but still Kiyoshi Itô is regarded as the father of stochastic 
integration. The first paper on stochastic integration from Itô was published in 1944. 
Itô’s construction of stochastic integral was later extended by J.L. Doob in 1953 and 
the stochastic calculus has been developed further since. (Jarrow & Frotter, 2004) 
Mathematical finance is a field of science which combines stochastic analysis 
and economics. One of the starting points of mathematical finance is the PhD of 
H.M. Markowitz in 1952, even though Bachelier studied the stock prices of the 
Paris stock market in his time at the beginning of the 20th century. One of the first 
who started to apply stochastic calculus in finance was R.C. Merton in 1969. With 
the help of Merton, F. Black and M. Scholes developed the well-known pricing 
formula for European options.
1
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1.2 Economical background
Prices of products are determined by the laws of economics. If the price of the prod­
uct grows higher, then there are fewer people interested in buying such a product « 
and thus the quantity on market decreases. This is called the law of demand. On the 
other hand, the law of supply states that as the demand of the product increases, so 
does the price. This is true, because when the market price of a product increases, 
then there are more people interested in selling a product and thus the quantity sup­
plied becomes higher. The law of demand and supply determines an equilibrium 
at the market such that the price of a product is a certain equilibrium price and the 
quantity demanded equals the quantity supplied. When the price of the product is 
higher than the equilibrium price, then there is more supply than demanded. The 
competition leads to lower prices and market price falls into the equilibrium. Vice 
versa, when the price is lower than the equilibrium price, there is more demand 
than is supplied. Then the people are willing to pay more to get the product result­
ing price to increase into the equilibrium. However, recent events and studies have 
shown that these laws may sometimes fail. A good example of this is the current 
financial crisis. The fear that prices of stocks fall down gets people to sell their 
ownings and this accelerates the fall of prices. In this case, the increase in supply 
causes prices to fall, not to increase as it should according to the law of supply. In 
contract, the increase of demand cause prices to increase also. Despite of this fact, 
laws of supply and demand works in case of regular products such as an oil barrel 
or a bottle of milk.
An arbitrage opportunity is a way of doing profit without risk. For example, 
consider two different banks where the other offers higher interest rate for savings 
than the other for loans. Then one could take a loan from the second bank and save 
the money into the first one. As a result, one gains without any risk. Economically 
arbitrage cannot exists, since the market forces should eliminate such opportunities.
For an illustrative example, consider a case where one can buy a product in a market 
and sell it at higher price in another market. Then no one would buy the product 
from the last one, since it is cheaper on the first market. On the other hand, no 
one would sell the product at cheaper price, since the seller gets more profit at the 
second market. As a result, the laws of economics force prices to an equilibrium 
and the arbitrage vanishes.
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Nowadays banks do business with very complicated claims such as options, for­
wards, etc. An option is an agreement which gives the owner the right, but not the 
obligation to execute the option. For example, an option can be a right to sell or buy 
a stock at certain price. We consider specially European type of options, which can 
be executed only at the expiration date determined by the agreement. The purpose 
of the trading is to do profit, but since arbitrage cannot exists, the trading involves 
risks which can be enormous. For example, consider a case where an option gives 
the owner right to buy a stock at certain price at expiration date and the stock price 
increases enormously. The seller of the option loses money, for she is obliged to 
sell the stock at lower price than the current market price. This kind of option is 
called the European call option.
The trading at the market involves risks and when there is significant capital in­
volved, organizations have to do some risk management. One way to reduce the 
risk is hedging. The purpose of the hedging is to construct a replicating portfolio, 
which contains other claims that turn out to be profitable, if the original claim is 
unprofitable and some of the capital invested is hedged. Of course, the replicat­
ing portfolio is unprofitable if the original claim is profitable and thus the hedging 
reduces the possible profit also. In a complete hedge of a claim the value of the 
replicating portfolio is precisely the value of the original claim.
1.3 Research objectives
The objective of this study is to examine the connection between Black and Scholes 
model and local time of geometric Brownian motion. The first objective is to review 
the details of Black and Scholes model. The second objective is to find a new 
integral representation for the local time of geometric Brownian motion through 
the Black and Scholes model. We also consider some applications.
In chapter 2, we construct stochastic integral and introduce basic mathematical 
concepts. Moreover, we introduce the local time of a semimartingale and Tanaka’s 
formula. In chapter 3, we introduce the Black and Scholes model and prove the 
basic properties of the model. Specially, we concentrate on European type claims. 
Chapter 4 contains actual results. We derive the integral representation for the local 
time of geometric Brownian motion. We apply the representation to a few cases and
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analyse the Black and Scholes differential equation and the local time of exponential 
martingale. We also derive a formula for the price of European type options which 
are determined by a difference of two convex functions.
Chapter 2
Mathematical preliminaries
In this chapter we introduce mathematical preliminaries for further use. First we 
recall the basic consepts and results of stochastics in section 2.1. In section 2.2, we 
define the stochastic integral and recall the main results such as Itô’s formula and 
the martingale property of the integral. We also explain, how and when the integral 
can be interprepted in a pathwise manner, which gives an economical meaning to 
integrals. In section 2.3, we introduce the consept of local time of a semimartingale 
and Tanaka’s formula.
2.1 Basic concepts
We assume that the reader is familiar with basics of stochastics and measure theory. 
We refer to Jacod & Frotter, 2004 and Rudin, 1987 for more information. Specially, 
the reader should be familiar with Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and 
Fubini’s theorem for a-finite measures (Rudin, 1987).
First we recall some basic definitions.
Definition 2.1.1. A continuous time process X in (Çl,!F,¥) is a collection (X)t>o of 
random variables. We say that, with fixed u, the mapping t —> Xt(uj) is the path of 
the process. The process is continuous if it has continuous paths almost surely.
Definition 2.1.2. Let T be a о-algebra and X a random variable. X is independent 
of T if for any Borel-measurable В and F E X
P({X E B}C\F) = P(X G 5)P(F).
5
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Definition 2.1.3. A probability space with history is a space (fi, JF,F,P), where we 
associate a standard probability space (fi, T, Pj with a family F = (fFt)t>o of sub- 
o-algebras of T, where F is increasing i.e. Ts C Tt whenever s <t. The family F 
is called a history.
Remark. The history can be interprepted as the information available up to t. The 
history generated by a continuous time process X is a family F = (^)^>о of sub- 
cr-algebras such that Tt — o(XSls < t). In this case, the history is the information 
generated by the process X. This can be interprepted as that we know the values of 
random variables Xs for all s < t i.e. we know the path of the process up to time t.
Definition 2.1.4. A process X is adapted to history F if Xt is Tt-measurable Vf. 
We use short notation Xt 6 JF, if Xt is iFt-measurable and X £ ¥ if X is adapted 
to F.
Remark. If X is adapted to F, then the information Tt contains the information how 
the path of the process behaves up to t.
Definition 2.1.5. A predictable о-algebra P(F) is the smallest о-algebra, which 
makes all left-continuous ¥-adapted processes X measurable. A process X is pre­
dictable, if it is V{¥)-measurable.
Definition 2.1.6 (Brownian motion). A continuous time stochastic process (И/)<>0 
is a Brownian motion if
• Wt — Ws is independent of the о-algebra ft™ Vs < f,
• Wt — Ws~ (V(0,\t - s|),
• The paths of the process W are continuous.
Remark. The first property means that the Brownian motion has independent incre­
ments. There are several equivalent definitions in mathematical literature.
The definition of the Brownian motion is axiomatic and does not require the 
existence of such a process. It turns out that such a process can be constructed and 
hence does exists (see Revuz & Yor, 1999).
Definition 2.1.7 (Wiener space). Probability space with history (if, P.F.P) is a 
Wiener space if
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• n = C([0,T]),
• ft = cr(s —> uj(s),s < t),
• f = fT.
• F is a probability measure such that the process Wt : —> w(t) is a
Brownian motion.
Remark. The first property means that the paths of the processes are continuous 
functions on [0,T], Second and fourth property together means that the history is 
Brownian history i.e. generated by Brownian motion. In other words, Wiener space 
is simply a probability space with history, where paths of processes are continuous 
functions on [0, T] and the measure is supported by the paths of Brownian motion.
We need to construct a stochastic integral to model the stock prices. In order to 
do so, we recall some basic concepts of the martingale theory. We refer to Jacod & 
Frotter, 2004 and Revuz & Yor, 1999 for details.
Definition 2.1.8. Let (Cl, f,F) be a probability space, X 6 L1(P) and Q a súb­
er-algebra of T. The conditional expectation of X with respect to Q is a unique 
random variable Y e Q, denoted by E[X |<7], such that
[ XdP= [ 
Jg Jg
YdP MGeG-
Remark. Define an indicator function of a measurable set A as usual:
1 ,z E A 
0 ,x A
Ia{x) =
Then the conditional expectation Y is the unique random variable satisfying
E[XIg} = E[YIg] VG E G-
Lemma 2.1.9. Let X,Z be integrable random variables and Y = E[X|Ç], Then 
the following properties are valid.
• Conditional expectation is linear.
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• E [У] = Е[Х].
• IfX € Ç, then Y — X.
• If U C g, iAen Е[У|Н] = E[X|?Í].
• IfX is independent of G, then Y = Е[Х].
• If Z e Ç andXZ e L\ then E[ZX\G] = ZE[X\G}.
• (Jensen) If f is convex and f(X) 6 L1, then /(E[X|i?]) < E[/(X)|5].
• Monotone convergence theorem, Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
and Fatou ’s lemma are valid for conditional expectation.
Definition 2.1.10. An integrable, adapted process M is a martingale on [0, T] with 
respect to history F, if
E[Mt|.Fs] = Ms a.s. VO < s < í < T. (2.1)
Lemma 2.1.11. Assume that M is a martingale on [0, Т]. Then
E[Mt] = E[M0]
for every t € [0,T].
Proof By Lemma 2.1.9 and the martingale property we obtain
E[Mt] = E[E(Mt|jFo)] = E[M0].
□
Definition 2.1.12. An integrable, adapted process M is a submartingale with re­
spect to history F, if
E[Mt|JFs] > Ms a.s. fs<t
and supermartingale with respect to history F, if
E[Mtl^g] < Ms a.s. Vs < t.
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Definition 2.1.13. A partition 7rn[s, t] of the interval [s, i] is the set {t1} (2,... ,in} 
where s — ti < t2 < • ■ ■ < tn = t.
Definition 2.1.14. Define
VM(y) := sup Iyti+1 - yj
iie5r„[s,t]
where the supremum is taken over all partitions тгп [s, t]. The process Y is called a 
process with bounded variation on the interval [s, t], if
VM(y) < oo.
Definition 2.1.15. A random variable 9:0, —» Ж+ U {сю} is a stopping time with 
respect to history F, if {6 < t} £ Tt Vi.
Definition 2.1.16. An integrable, adapted process M is a local martingale, if there 
exists an increasing sequence вп of stopping times such that вп 
and a stopped process defined by
oo as n —» oo
Mfn — Myma(t,en)hn>0
is a martingale.
One of the most powerful results in martingale theory is Doob-Meyer decompo­
sition theorem. The theorem states that under certain assumptions, each submartin­
gale X has an unique decomposition
Xt — Xo + Mt + At,
where M is a martingale, A is an adapted, increasing process and M0 = A0 = 0. 
This gives a motivation to the next definition.
Definition 2.1.17. A continuous adapted process X is a continuous semimartingale 
if it has a decomposition
Xt — Xq + Mt + Ati (2.2)
where M is a continuous local martingale and A is a continuous process with 
locally bounded variation. Moreover, wc have M0 = Ao — 0.
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Remark. Due to Jordan decomposition (Rudin, 1987) a function has bounded vari­
ation if and only if it is a difference of two non-decreasing functions. Thus every 
increasing and decreasing function has bounded variation.
Remark. By Doob-Meyer decomposition, every sub- and supermartingale can be 
represented as the sum of a martingale and a process which is increasing with sub­
martingales and decreasing with supermartingales. Thus, every sub- and super­
martingale is a semimartingale.
Definition 2.1.18. The quadratic variation of the continuous process Y is a process




if the limit exists in probability.
Remark. The quadratic variation process exists for all continuous semimartingales.
Definition 2.1.19. A process M is a square integrable martingale on [0, T] if it is a 
martingale on [0, T] and
E[Mt2] < oo Vt E [0,T].
Lemma 2.1.20. Let M be a continuous square integrable martingale on [0, Т]. 
Then M2— < M, M > is a continuous martingale on [0, Т].
Proof. We refer to Revuz & Yor, 1999 for details.
Remark. Since M2— < M,M > is a martingale and M is square integrable, we 
have that < M,M > is integrable.
Example. Brownian motion is adapted to its own history and integrable by defi­
nition. From the definition of Brownian motion and by properties of conditional 
expectation it follows that
□
E[Wt\T3] = E[Wt -Ws + Ws\Ta]
= E[Wt-Ws\Fs] + Ws 
= E[Wt-Wa] + Wa = W¡s ■
Hence, Brownian motion is a martingale with respect to its own history.
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Example. Assume that ^ is a cr-algebra, X is ^"-measurable and Y is independent 
of T. Let / : R2 —> R and
g{x) = E[f{x,Y)].
Let Z be a bounded ^-measurable random variable. By definition
g(x) = f f(x, у)Р(У G dy) 
Jk
and since Y is independent of T,
P(X G dx, Z G dz, У G dy) = Р(Х G dz, Z G dz)P(y G dy).
Now if f is bounded enough such that we may apply Fubini’s theorem (see Rudin, 
1987), we can change the order of integrations and obtain
E[/(X,y)Z] = /R3 /(z, y)zP(X G dz, Z G dz, У G dy)
= fR2 (/K f (x, у)Р(У G dy)) zP(X G dz, Z G dz) 
— Ir2 g(x)zP(X G dz, Z G dz)
= E[y(X)Z],
Next we let F £ IF be arbitrary and choose Z = IF. From this we conclude that, 
by the definition of conditional expectation,
E[f(X,Y)\fi=g(X). (2.4)
We use this result later in section 3.4.
2.2 Stochastic integrals
The Black and Scholes model assumes that the stock price follows geometric Brow­
nian motion and thus we give the definition first.
Definition 2.2.1 (Geometric Brownian motion). Geometric Brownian motion is a
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process St satisfying stochastic differential equation
dSt
— = pdt + odWt, S0 = S0, 
ot
(2.5)
where о > 0 and ц 6 К are constants.
We know that the paths of the Brownian motion are not differentiable (Revuz 
& Yor, 1999) and therefore the last term does not make sense. However, we can 
define a stochastic integral and interpret stochastic differential equations as integral 
equations. For example, we interpret equation (2.5) as an integral equation
— So E f pStdt + f 
Jo Jo
Sx oStdWt. (2.6)
For В-S model, we need to define stochastic integral with respect to a standard 
Brownian motion given by Definition 2.1.6 and with respect to geometric Brownian 
motion on the interval [s,i], where 0 < s < t < T < oc. Time T represents the 
maturity of an option and thus the assumption that T is finite is realistic. The usual 
way of defining stochastic integral is the Itô’s construction. In Itô’s construction we 
define a simple predictable process as
H = 5Zafc/(e*-iA]
fc=i
where ctfc 6 Jrek_l and к = 1,... ,n + 1 is an increasing sequence of non­
negative finite stopping times. Next we define an integral of this simple H with 
respect to a continuous square integrable martingale M on [0, T] by
(HoM)t ^ ^ afc(-A^min(9fc,t) ^min(6*_i,t)).
k=l
This integral is also a continuous square integrable martingale on [0, Т]. Next we 
take more general predictable process Ht. If the condition
E bf H2sd < M, M >,
< oo
is satisfied, then there exists a sequence Hn of simple left-continuous processes
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such that
и:(Hs - H?)2d < M, M >,E =» O
and we define the integral of H with respect to M as L2-limit of integrals of these 
simple predictable processes. We also have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.2. Assume that H satisfies
f.Jo tf 2d <M,M >E (2.7)< oo.




is continuous square integrable martingale on [О, Т]. We also have the Itô isometry




E[M] = 0 Vf G [0,Т].
Proof. Clearly N0 = 0. Thus the last property follows from the martingale property 
and Lemma 2.1.11. Let TV" denote the approximating sum i.e.
Г = У! Qfc(Mrün(flg,t) -
к
N't
We know that the TV" is a square integrable martingale on [0, T]. Direct computation 
shows that the isometry holds also. Moreover, one can show that the condition (2.7) 
implies that TV" is a Cauchy sequence in the space of continuous square integrable 
martingales. We know also that the space of continuous square integrable martin­
gales is complete. Thus the limit is also a continuous square integrable martingale. 
The isometry follows directly. □
Remark. If H satisfies the condition
[ H]d < M, M >s 
Jo
(2.10)< oo a.s.,
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but not the condition (2.7), then one can show that the integral process (2.8) is still a 
local martingale. This is done by defining an increasing sequence of stopping times
by
f H*d < M,M >s> k}. 
Jo
0k = inf{i :






is a martingale. Moreover, one can check that
min(tA)
l s = [ НМФ-JoHsdM,
Thus, the integral process (2.8) can be defined as the almost sure limit
/ lim /fc^oo J0 HsdMesk.HsdMs =
This is true also, when M is only a local martingale. Hence, stochastic integrals are 
usually local martingales.
The final step of Itô’s construction is to define an integral of a process H with 
respect to a continuous semimartingale X with decomposition
Xt — Jfo + Mt + At-
This is simply defined by
[ HsdXs = f HsdMs + Г 
Jo Jo Jo
HsdAs.
Here the first integral is the stochastic integral with respect to a continuous martin­
gale. The second is with respect to a continuous process with bounded variation 
and thus can be defined as Riemann-Stieltjes integral.
Now we have constructed the Itô integral with respect to a continuous semi­
martingale. The well-known Itô’s formula states that the class of semimartingales 
is closed under transforms F(f, Xt), if F is smooth enough.
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Theorem 2.2.3 (Itô’s formula). Let X be a continuous semimartingale and F 6 
C1,2(M+,R). Then
F(LXt) = F(0,Xo) + J*Fx(s,Xs)dXs
+ Í Ü Fxx(s, Xs)d <X,X >s+ /„ Ft(s, Xs)ds.
(2.11)
Remark. In the case of Brownian motion, the quadratic variation is given by
<W,W >(= t.
Thus the Itô’s formula takes the form
F(t,Wt) = F(0, W0) + Ü Fx(s, W3)dWs
+ f Jg Fxx(s, 14^)05 + /J Ft(s, 114)05.
We need also the stochastic integral with respect to geometric Brownian motion 
St. Motivated by the definition, we define the integral of H with respect to S by
fJo - Г ГJo JoHtdSt aHtdWt. (2.12)




equivalently in integral form
/Zt — Z0 + oZsdWs.
By Itô’s formula (2.20), we obtain that the unique solution is given by
Zt = Zoe^-i"4 (2.13)
On the other hand, the stochastic integral is a martingale by Theorem 2.2.2. Hence, 
Zt is a martingale. Zt is called a stochastic exponent or an exponential martingale. 
By this we obtain that geometric Brownian motion defined as the solution to (2.5)
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is given by
St = Soe^^-ï"21.
The expected value of geometric Brownian motion is given by
(2.14)
E[St] = S0e*.
For the quadratic variation of S it holds
d<S,S>t=a2S?dt.
This implies that if the condition
<ooE (2.15)
holds, then the integral process
Í HuSudWu 
Jo
is a martingale on [О, Т].
Example. Let us check that (2.15) holds when Я< = 1 identically. By Fubini’s 
theorem, we only need to check that
[T E [S2] dt
Jo
< oo.
Substituting (2.14) we obtain
fJo [ E [e2<TWt] dt. JoE sle2^2^1^4 dt < Si 2/it—(72Umax e 0<t<T
Thus we only need to check that
f E [e2aWt] dt 
Jo
< oo.
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by computations in appendix A. We also note that geometric Brownian motion is 
square integrable for every t 6 [0, T] with finite T. Thus, the quadratic variation 
process < S,S >t is integrable for every t G [0, Т].
We will also need the fact that every continuous local martingale of bounded 
variation is constant almost surely. The proof of this is based on the following 
lemma.
Lemma 2.2.4. Assume that A is a continuous process and has bounded variation 
on [О, Т]. Then, for every t <T,
f 1AsdAs -
Proof. The fact that following Abel summation formula




hold is easy to prove. Since A is continuous and has bounded variation,
53 (Atfc+i - AtJ2 < max |Atjt+1 - AtjV[0,t](A) -> 0
7Tn[0,t]
as n —> oo. Thus we have
A2 - A2 = 2 lim 53 Atk{Atk+1 - Atk)
n—*oo '
T„[0,t]
and since this limit is the integral
/ AsdAs,
we have the result. □
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Corollary 2.2.5. Assume that M is a continuous local martingale. Then it has 
bounded variation if and only if it is constant almost surely.
Proof. If M is constant, then it has bounded variation. Assume next that M has 




Assume that sup3G|0|MS| < К and V[o,t](M) < K. Then
I E Mu(Mfc+1 - Mtk)\ < sup \Mt\ E lMfc+l - Mtk\ < K2.
s€[0,t]irn[0,t] 7T„[0,t]
Making use of Lemma 2.1.9 we obtain
= E„-M E (E - Mh)\rik] )
= Е„,МЕ(М,1Е[М,Н1-М„|Л,])
= 0.
Now the approximating sum is bounded and hence we can apply Lebesgue domi­
nated convergence theorem. Thus we have
/VoE[Mt2] = 2E MsdMs = 0
for every t < T. Hence Mt — 0 almost surely. Next we define a stopping time 0K 
as the first time when either \Mt\ > К or V[0,t](M) > K. Then the claim holds for 
the stopped process
Af Mm\n(t}$K)IeK>o
for every К > 0. Next we let A —> oo. Then 9K oo and thus
Mt = lim M?K
K—>oo
and we have the result. □
We want that our model corresponds to reality as well as possible and therefore 
the model needs to be arbitrage-free. We also want that claims can be replicated in
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some sense. The В-S model fulfills both criterias. For this we introduce a version 
of Girsanov’s theorem and Itô-Clark representation theorem.
Definition 2.2.6. A measure Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P, if for 
each set A with P(A) — 0, Q(A) = 0 holds also. The measures are equivalent if 
Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P and P is absolutely continuous with 
respect to Q.
Lemma 2.2.7 (Radon-Nikodym). Assume that a measure Q is absolutely continu­
ous with respect to P. Then there exists a positive integrable random variable H 
such that
Q(A) = Ep[HIa\
for every measurable set A. Moreover, the process H is unique almost surely. The 
process H is called the Radon-Nikodym derivative.
Let Pi denote the restriction of the measure P into the ст-algebra Tt. With this 
notation we have the following theorem of Girsanov.
Theorem 2.2.8 (Girsanov). Assume that W is (P,F)-Brownian motion and p € R.
Let
and define a measure Qß absolutely continuous with respect to P such that Zf is 
the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative of Qf with respect to Pt. Then Qtl is 
equivalent to P and the process
Wfi = Wt + pt (2.16)
is (Q^.TfBrownian motion.
Theorem 2.2.9 (Itô-Clark). Let W be Brownian motion and Y a continuous square 
integrable -measurable random variable. Then there exists a unique square 
integrable, predictable process H s.t.
= Е[У] + /
Jo
Y HsdWs. (2.17)
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2.2.1 Path wise interpretation of stochastic integrals
In mathematical finance, the Itô integral is difficult to interpret in economic mean­
ing. One way to overcome this regret is to interpret stochastic integrals in a pathwise 
manner i.e. we want to define integrals as an almost sure limit of the Riemann- 
Stieltjes sum. Thus we try to interpret the stochastic integral of a process H with 
respect to У in a Riemann-Stieltjes sense
[ HudYu = Urn 53 Htl(Ytk - y^J,
JS n^0° 7Г„М
where 7rn[s, i] is a partition of [s, f] and t*k is a point of the interval [4, ifc+i]. By 
construction, Itô integrals are defined as an L2-limit of simple integrals. Recall also 
that convergence in L2 implies convergence in probability. Thus the Itô integral 
is given by the limit in probability of the Riemann-Stieltjes sum. However, the 
convergence does not hold almost surely. Luckily, in the case of Brownian motion 
we may interpret integrals in a pathwise manner in certain cases by using special 
choice of tl and partition 7rn[s, t].
Next we define stochastic integral with respect to Brownian motion in a pathwise 
manner. We choose the partition 7rn[s, t] to be dyadic i.e.
= 14 = A(t-S)+S|* = 0,...,2"7r„[s,f]
and choose t*k = tk-i- With these choices we can define a pathwise forward integral 
as an almost sure limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sum.
Remark. The partitions are chosen to be dyadic for simplicity. The results hold for 
any partition, which satisfies тгп С тгп+1.
Definition 2.2.10 (Pathwise forward integral). The pathwise forward integral of a 
process H with respect to Brownian motion W over an interval [0, T] is given by 
the almost sure limit
f HuiW» := lim Y, - И'..-,)
”^TTntO.T]
(2.18)
Remark. Assume that the pathwise integral of H with respect to Brownian motion 
exists. If the condition
fE < oo
is satisfied, then we may also interpret the integral
/ HsdWs
as an Itô integral too. Recall also that almost sure convergence implies convergence 
in probability. Thus in this case, the Itô integral and the pathwise integral are the 
same. Consider next a case where
fT/ /fgds < oo O.S..
Jo
Then we can stop the process with stopping times вк and define the stopped Itô in­
tegral yVj . If we stop the pathwise integral also, we have that the stopped integrals 
are the same. Recall that the integral process
/ HsdWs
is defined as the almost sure limit of the stopped integral processes. Passing to the 
limit, we have that the pathwise integral and the limit of Itô integrals are the same 
also. Thus, the Itô integral and pathwise integral are the same whenever
fHgds < oo a.s..
Let us next discuss when the limit in (2.18) exists. We make use of the following 
lemma.
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if the limit exists. The integral over interval [s, t] is given by
[ HudWu := f I[sA(u)HudWu 
Js Jo
if the limit exists.
ce
 to
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Lemma 2.2.11. For a continuous function g : [0,71] —> ]R we have




Proof. See Revuz & Yor, 1999. □
Next we show that the Itô’s formula is valid with pathwise integrals.
Theorem 2.2.12. Assume that F € C'1,2((1R+,]R). Then
= F(0,Wo) + £ Fx(s,Wt)dWs 
+ 5 Jo Fxx(s, VKs)ds + /0T Ft(s, H/S)ds,
F(T,WT)
(2.20)
where the integrals are pathwise forward integrals.
Proof. Clearly, we have
F(T,WT) = F(0,Wo) + 53 AF(ti,Wtt),
ir„[0,T]
where
AF(f¿,iyti) = Ftø, Wti) -
Using Taylor expansion on AF we obtain that
AF(tuWti) = FtiU^Wt^iU-U^)
+ Fx(ti-i,Wti_1)(Wti —
+ - VF^J2 + ДГ +
where and are correction terms of the form
K'n = - FtiWt^U^)] At,
for some r¿ 6 (f¿, t,_i) and
to=▻JLr44I2tol ►—=К rДЗ
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for some E (min(VKt¿, max(Wti, Take sums over тгп[0, T] and
let n oo to obtain
F(T,WT) - F(0,Wo) - Ит^ое t] Ft(t
+ limn^oo E.n[o,T] Fx(ti-u - W^)
+ I limn^oc E.n[o,T] FxÁti-uWt^iWu - HVJ2 
+ . limn_00 Е7г„[о,т)(-^хП + Rt )■
^t<_i)(í¿ -íi-i)i—I?
We need to show that the second limit exists as an almost sure limit. The first limit 





and the third limit converges to
fJo )ds
by Lemma 2.2.11. In order to complete the proof, we need to show that
lim V (RT + K'n) = 0
n—ЮО z'
тг„[0,Т]
almost surely. We have
XT' p1."2^7гп[о,г] *4
= E„n[o,T] [FtiW^Ti) - ТКИ^-хЛ-г)] Ai,
s)|T.-1 ’
This goes to zero, since Ft is continuous. In similar way.
lim V F‘-n = 0
n—»oo y
7Гп[0,Т]
since Brownian motion has continuous paths and Fxx is continuous. □
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2.3 Local time and Tanaka’s formula
One of the key factors in stochastic analysis is the Itô’s formula (2.11). However, the 
formula assumes that the function is smooth enough which narrows the generality. 
Therefore it has been of major study to extend the Itô’s formula somehow for a 
wider class of functions. For example, Itô’s formula has been extended to consider 
convex functions (Revuz & Yor, 1999). Using this for a function f(x) = (x — K)+ 
we obtain the well-known Tanaka’s formula. Here (x — K)+ denote the positive 
part of x — К i.e. max(z — K,0). Similarly, (x — K)~ denote the negative part 
— min(x — K, 0).
Definition 2.3.1. A function f is convex if
f (Лх + (1 - A)y) < A/(x) + (1 - A)/(y)
for any x, у and A 6 (0,1).
Remark. Every convex function has a left-hand derivative and a right-hand deriva­
tive.
Definition 2.3.2. a sign function sign(x) is given by
1 ,x > 0 
-1 ,x < 0
sign(x) = <
Theorem 2.3.3. Let f be a convex function with left-hand derivative f* and let X 
be a continuous semimartingale. Then there exists a continuous increasing process 
A¡f such that
= /(Y0)+ f nXu)dXu
Jo
+ A{./(Л) (2.21)
□Proof. See Revuz & Yor, 1999.
Note that the result implies that the class of semimartingales is closed under 
convex transforms. Next we prove the well-known Tanaka’s formula by using this 
lemma.
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Corollary 2.3.4 (Tanaka). Let X be a continuous semimartingale. Then, for any 
K, there exists a continuous increasing process Lf (X) such that
K\+ f sign{Xs - K)dXs + Lf(X),
Jo
(Xt - K)+ = (X0 - K)+ + £ Ix,>KdXs +
Ix,<KdXs + \l«(X).
\xt - K\ = |X0 (2.22)
(2.23)
and
fJo(Xt - K)~ - (X0 - K)~ - (2.24)
Proof. Clearly all three functions on left sides of equations are convex. First we 
observe that
Xt — К = (Xt — K)+ (Xt-K)-
and
|Xt -K\ = (Xt - K)+ + (Xt - K)~.
Thus (2.22) follows by summing (2.23) and (2.24) and we have to prove only the 
latter two. On both equations the integrands are left-hand derivatives of the corre­
sponding function. Thus, by Theorem 2.3.3, there are continuous increasing pro­
cesses A\ and .42 such that
{Xt - K)+ = (X0 -K)++ ¡ IXs>KdXs + Ai
Jo
(X0 - K)- - [
Jo
and
№ - ХУ = Jxs<KdXs + A2.
Substituting these we obtain
= ^ dX+l-(Ai-A2).Xt-X0
Hence Ai = A2 a.s. and we are done by putting
= A 1 ■
□
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Remark. It is clear from equations (2.22)-(2.24) that L^(X) starts from the origin. 
It is also known that the process К —> L^(X) is right continuous with left hand 
limits (Revuz & Yor, 1999).
The process L^{X) is called the local time of X at К up to t. Since the process 
L^(X) is increasing, we can associate it with a random measure dLf(X) (Revuz 
& Yor, 1999).
Theorem 2.3.5. Let X be a continuous semimartingale and Lfc(X) its local time. 
Then the measure dL^(X) is carried by the set {t : Xt — K) almost surely i.e.
f 1Л
Jo
- K\dL?{X) = 0 a.s.. (2.25)
Proof. Put Yt = \Xt — K\. Then we know that Y is a continuous semimartingale. 
Apply Itô’s formula for a function F(x) = x2 to obtain




(Xt — K)2 - (X0-K)2 + 2ti\Xs-K\d\Xs-K\ 
+ < \X - K\,\X - K\ >t .
(2.26)
According to (2.22), we have
d|Xs — K\ = sign(Xs - K)dXs + dLf (X).
Moreover, we have that
< \X - Kl\X - K\ >t=< x,x >t .
Substitute these into (2.26) to obtain
(Xt - Kf - (Yo — K)2 + 2 £ IX - K\sign{Xa - K)dXa 
+ 2 \XS - K\dL?(X)+ <X,X>t.
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Note that \XS — K\sign(Xs - K) = Xs — К. Classical Itô’s formula yields
(Xt-K)2 = (X0-K)2 + 2 [ (Xs
Jo
-/v)d2i:s+<x,x>t.
Comparing these we obtain
/V
Jo
- K\dL?(X) = 0
almost surely.
Remark. The result means that in some sense, Lf(X) increases only when X is at 
the level K.
The local time process is much more interesting than just a process occuring in 
Tanaka’s formula, and thus it has been studied widely. Actually, the Tanaka-Meyer 
theorem states that for each convex function, the process A{ of Theorem 2.3.3 is 
determined by the distributional derivative of the function and the the local time
Lf(Ji).
□
Theorem 2.3.6 (Tanaka-Meyer). Let f be a difference of two convex functions and 
X a continuous semimartingale. Then
/(Xf) = /№>)+ [ r(Xu)dXu + 1 [ L“POr(da),
Jo z Jr
(2.27)
where f* is the left-hand derivative of f and f " is the second derivative of f in the 
sense of distributions.
Proof. See Revuz & Yor, 1999. □
Remark. Every convex function / has the second derivative / in the sense of dis­
tributions and it is a positive measure. Thus, by linearity, a difference of two convex 
function has the second derivative /" in the sense of distributions also.
Remark. Recall that / is concave if —/ is convex. Thus the second derivative /" in 
the sense of distributions is a negative measure for concave function /.
For further use we need also the following Occupation time formula.
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Theorem 2.3.7 (Occupation time formula). Let X be a continuous semimartingale 
and Lf (X) its local time at K. Then for each positive Borel-measurable function
9{x)
fJo = [ g(K)L?(X)dK. Jrg(Xs)d<X,X> (2.28)
Proof. The proof can be found for example in Revuz & Yor, 1999. □
Remark. If we put g(x) = 1 we obtain an equation
= / L?(X)dK. 
Jr
<X,X >t
Remark. Let A be a measurable set and put g{x) — Ia{x). Then (2.28) takes the 
form / = [ L?(X)dK. JaIxseA& < X,X > (2.29)
The right hand side is a measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to a 
Lebesgue measure and the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative is the local 
time (Y). The left hand side is an occupation type measure, which measures the 
time X has spent on the set A with respect to a random clock d < X, Y >. From 
this fact arises the term local time. In the case of Brownian motion W, the left hand 
side is exactly the classical occupation measure
S'Jo IwscAds,
which measures the time that the path of Brownian motion has spent on the set A.
From the Occupation time formula we can derive the local time process as an 
almost sure limit of a certain sequence of processes. For this we need the following 
one dimensional case of Lebesgue differentiation theorem.
Lemma 2.3.8 (Lebesgue differentiation theorem). Let f be a measurable function. 
Then
limi Г
/(y)dy = f(x) (2.30)
for almost every point z € E.
Remark. If / is continuous, then (2.30) holds for every x.
almost surely. Next we let e —> 0. In order to complete the proof, we need to show 
that the process Lj(S) is continuous with respect to a on the interval [К, К + e). 
Then by Lebesgue differentiation theorem 2.3.8 we conclude that (2.31 ) holds for
L?{X) is rightevery К. But this follows from the fact that the process К 
continuous. Indeed, by right continuity
Urn L;(S) = lf(S),
a—»a +
which implies that with sufficiently small e, the process L“(S) is continuous when 
a e [К, К + e). Hence (2.31) holds for every K.
The local time Lf(X) represents the time X has spent on the level K. Therefore 
we might want to say something practical about the process, such as the expected 
value. However, often the expected value cannot be computed or can be quite tricky. 
This will be discussed in chapter 4.
Example. Let IT be a Brownian motion and consider the local time Lf(W) of W 
at K. From the Occupation time formula and by Pubini’s theorem we obtain
□
/ E[9(Xs)]ds = [ g(K)E[L?(W)]dK. 
Jo Ju
On the other hand,
[1Е[д(ХМз= í f g(K)4>o,a{K)dKds = [ g(K) f <!>0>s(K)dsdK 
Jo Jo Jr Jr Jo
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Lemma 2.3.9. Let X be a continuous semimartingale and Lf(X) its local time at 




L^(X) — lim - 
1 €—►o e
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where ф0^ is the probability density function of the normal distribution 7V(0, s). 





V2ï/o^be ^dsfo <t>o,s(K)ds = i
V2Ï /А Ve ^ • 23/ 3dyx
2 Г00 —2 К2У2 i
= Ж Л-è У е 2 dy-
Integration by parts formula yields
/>e J e 2 dy.1kV 2.2-K22 dy — —e
У
Thus,
H{L?(W)} = ^=e-£ 2A'2 ГООV2^/t-èe
The last integral can be computed in terms of the cumulative distribution function 
Фа Ь of normal distribution with parameters a and b. Indeed, with c = l/K we have
2 dy.
_1(2 У2 i 2 r°o
2 dy - ^75 Л-è V2ÏE2^2 ,ооV2Ï Л-è e
i e 2c dy




V/v^ -2KVk 1 -Ф(
where Ф(х) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribu­




Black and Scholes model
In this chapter we introduce the Black and Scholes model. Section 3.1 is about 
modelling the finance and contains mathematical definitions of economical con- 
septs such as arbitrage opportunity and self-financing portfolio. In section 3.2, we 
introduce the Black and Scholes market model. We prove the basic properties of the 
model such as completeness and arbitrage-free property. Section 3.3 concentrates 
on European type options. We find the hedge of a European option and derive the 
value of a portfolio precisely. Specially, we derive the hedge of a European call.
3.1 Modelling the finance
The global market system is a complex system. For example, the price of a prod­
uct depends on demand and supply. However, the demand and supply can depend 
on many things such as the current political situation, time of the year, if there are 
competitive products on the market, technological issues and enviromental issues. 
Moreover, many of these factors can change rapidly and are hard to predict. There­
fore there have to be simplified models in order to analyze and predict the behaviour 
of the market system.
One of the major issues in finance is to analyze options. A usual option is based 
on the price of some product such as stock. Therefore a typical model is based on 
some assumptions of how the stock prices behave. The model must fit reality as 
well as possible. Thus we need the model to be arbitrage-free. We also want that 
the hedging is possible in some sense. Typically, we have to narrow the class of
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Usually we are able to change our position тг dynamically in time. However, we 
do not want to change the position in a way which requires more invested capital. 
Thus we want that our strategy is self-financing. Consider that we invest our initial 
capital Vo into position (ß0,70) and have a chance to change our position at time t.
Economically it is more reasonable to assume that our strategies are adapted. This means that as 
we know the prices, we also know what the best strategy should be. However, Brownian motion has 
continuous paths and thus the integral with respect to Brownian motion does not observe whether 
the integrand is predictable or adapted.
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possible portfolios somehow.
In order to construct a model that fits reality, we first need to define economical 
concepts such as arbitrage mathematically. We consider a model with a bank ac­
count and one stock. Let St denote the price of the stock at time t and Bt the cash 
amount on bank acount at time t.
Definition 3.1.1. A trading strategy тг is a predictable' process itt — (/3t,7t) where 
ßt represents the money amount on bank account at t and die investment on stocks 
at t.
Remark. The strategy 77 at the moment t is also called a portfolio or position at t.
The assumption that our strategies тг are predictable is a realistic assumption, 
hence the investor has to choose her own position. Even predictable strategies do 
not always serve the purpose of the model and we often have to narrow the class of 
allowed strategies. This will be considered in the next section.
Definition 3.1.2. Value of portfolio ж at t is given by
Vt = ßtBt + ltSt. (3.1)
Since we work in a continuous time model, we use a continuous interest given 
by ert. Thus, Bt is given by
Bt = ertB0.
to b
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The value of our portfolio at the beginning is
Vo — ßoBo + 7oSo
and at time t
Vt — ßoBt + 7oSt.
Now we change our position and invest this capital into portfolio (ßt, 7t). Since the 
capital is the same, we have
ßtBt + 7t«St — ß0Bt + 7o S*.
Thus we obtain
АУ, = yt-y0
= ßtBt + 7(5t — ßoB0 — 7qSo 
= ßoABt + 7qAS
This deduction justifies the following definition.
Definition 3.1.3. A strategy тг /s self-financing if
i-
dVt = ßtdBt + 7tdSt. (3.2)
Remark. This definition is heuristic, we do not assume anything from the process 
S and thus we do not know whether the integral
f yudSu
exists. If S is geometric Brownian motion, then the integral can be defined as in 
Chapter 2. This is the case in Black and Scholes model.
An arbitrage opportunity is a way of making profit without risk. Mathematically 
this means that one can make profit with positive probability and the probability of 
losing money is zero.
Definition 3.1.4. A strategy irt — (/3t,7t) is an arbitrage opportunity if its value 
process satisfies Vq < 0, Vj > 0 a.s. and Р(Ц > 0) > 0.
Definition 2.1.5. A claim is a random variable F suck that 0 < F < oc.
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Remark. Usually we assume that the claim is JFT-measurable. This is realistic, since 
T represents the expiration date of an option and T? represents the information, 
how the prices have behaved up to T.
Definition 3.1.6. An Tt -measurable claim F can be hedged, if there is a portfolio 
TTt = (ßt, 7i) such that
F = ßtBt + 7iSt
almost surely. Such a portfolio is called replicating portfolio.
Remark. Usually we work with self-financing strategies and thus the only interest­
ing part is 7t. The cash amount on bank account ßt follows from the self-financing 
condition. We call 7t the hedge of the claim.
Remark. The model, where every claim can be hedged is a complete model.
One of the key issues in finance is the question of how to price claims correctly. 
The correct price should be fair to both sides of the bargain. For example, consider 
a European call option, which includes risk for the seller. Thus the seller should 
receive money, otherwise she should not agree to the contract. On the other hand, if 
the price of the option is too high, then the buyer should not agree. The equilibrium 
price is called the fair price of the option. If the claim can be hedged, then the value 
of the claim is the same as the value of the replicating portfolio. Thus, the price of 
an option should be the value of the replicating portfolio.
Definition 3.1.7. Let the market be arbitrage-free and assume that the Fr-measurable 
claim F can be hedged. The fair price Ct(F) of the claim at the moment t is the 
value of the replicating portfolio i.e.
ct(F) = Vt.
Definition 3.1.8. A measure Q is an equivalent martingale measure if it is equiva­
lent to the original measure P and the discounted stock price St is a Q-martingale.
In order to show that the model is arbitrage-free one needs to check that the 
condition of definition 3.1.4 does not hold for any strategy. Clearly, this can be 
complicated. Luckily the absence of arbitrage is related to the existence of equiv­
alent martingale measures. The purpose of the martingale measure is to make the
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discounted value process a martingale. Intuitively speaking, arbitrage opportunities 
vanish, since the expected present value of every self-financing porfolio equals the 
initial capital.
3.2 The model
The Black and Scholes model with one stock and bond is a continuous time model, 
where the stock price follows geometric Brownian motion. Formally, the model is 
given by the following definition.
Definition 3.2,1. The Black and Scholes model involves a Wiener space (Q, JF.F.PJ 
with bond and stock price processes. The bond price В follows the dynamics
dBt = rdf, B0 = I (3.3)
and the stock price S follows geometric Brownian motion i.e.
dSt
-f = pdt + odWt, S0 = S0. (3.4)
St
The model involves three parameters, r, p and o. Here r represents the interest 
rate of a bank account, p is the expected profit rate one has on the stock and о is the 
volatility of the stock. The volatility represents the growing rate of the quadratic 
variation and measures the fluctuation of the price.
The first differential equation (3.3) is deterministic and we know that it has a 
solution
Bt = ert.
The solution to stochastic differential equation (3.4) is geometric Brownian motion 
and is given by
St = Soe^t+(TWt-^2t.
Let us next discuss the self-financing condition in the Black and Scholes model. 
Substituting (3.3) and (3.4) in (3.2) we get
dVt = ßtBtrdt + ytpStdt + 7taS<dWt.
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For discounted stock price 5t = we have
dSt = ±dSt + Std±
- — rStdt
— aSfdWt + nStdt — rStdt.
Using this we get that the discounted value process V follows the dynamics
dV, -
= ¿di/, + Udì 
= ßtrdt + itpStdt 




l 'ïudSu.= Уо + (3.5)
We use this notion to prove the arbitrage-free property of the model.
3.3 Hedging and no-arbitrage pricing
In this section we show that if we narrow the class of allowed strategies, the Black 
and Scholes model is a complete, arbitrage-free market model.
Definition 3.3.1. A self-financing strategy TXt — (/?, 7) is admissible, if there exists 
a positive constant C such that the value function satisfies
Vt > -C Vi G [0,Т].
Remark. This condition is economically reasonable. It simply means that there is a 
limit to how much one can loose on her investment.
Lemma 3.3.2. Assume that a strategy Ttt is admissible. Then the stochastic integral




Proof. The proof is based on Patou’s lemma. In order to apply Patou’s lemma 
we need that the sequence has a negative integrable lower bound. The condition 
Vt > —C implies this.
Now we know that the process Nt is a local martingale. Define a stopping time 
Ok by
i
a272Xds > kj .
Then the stopped process N?k is a martingale and вк tends to infinity as к tends 
to infinity. Thus the sequence (0fc)fc>i is a localising sequence. On the other hand, 
the integral process Nt is given by the almost sure limit of the processes Netk. By 
Patou’s lemma we have
0k = inf < t :
о
E[Nt\fs] = E[liminf N^llFa] 
< lim inf EfiVf* l^g] 
= lim inf N'k
- Ns.
□Thus we have the result.
Remark. We also have that the stochastic integral
/ .S' 1
is a supermartingale.
This supermartingale-property implies the arbitrage-free condition of the model 
justified in next theorem.
Theorem 3,3.3. Assume that тг is an admissible strategy. Then the strategy allows 
no arbitrage.
Proof. As usual, the existence of an equivalent martingale measure implies the
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arbitrage-free property of the model. Indeed, we construct the equivalent martin­
gale measure Q such that the discounted price is an exponential martingale. If we 
have this, equation (3.5) and Lemma 3.3.2 implies that the discounted value process 
is also a supermartingale. Finally, we show that arbitrage cannot exists when the 
discounted value process is supermartingale.
Direct computation gives
dSt = ±dSt + Std±
— e~rtdSt — rSte~rtd£
= e-ri(dSt - rStdt)
= e~rt(/j,Stdt + aStdWt — rStdi) 
= (fi-r)Stdt +aStdWt.
Thus the discounted stock price S follows the dynamics
^ = (fi- r)dt + adWt. 
St
Define a process W,Q by





Next we define the measure Q such that W® is Brownian motion. Let Q be a mea­
sure absolutely continuous with respect to P such that the corresponding Radon- 
Nikodym derivative is given by
e-^wT-(^r)2TZ =
Then by Girsanov theorem 2.2.8 Q is equivalent to P, WQ is Brownian motion with 
respect to the measure Q and thus the process St is an exponential martingale with 
respect to the measure Q. Hence we have found an equivalent martingale measure 
Q such that the discounted price process is a Q-martingale. Now equation (3.5)
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takes the form
/' aiuSudW?.V, = Уо +
Moreover, the integral is a supermartingale by Lemma 3.3.2 and thus Vt is a super­
martingale also. Recall the Definition 3.1.4 of an arbitrage opportunity. Since Q is 
equivalent to P, the same conditions hold with respect to measure Q also and with 
the discounted value process. Let тг be an admissible arbitrage opportunity. Since 
now the corresponding discounted value process Vt is a supermartingale with re­
spect to Q, we have
Eq[VV] < Eq[V0].
On the other hand, EgfLo] < 0 and Eg[Lt] > 0. This is a contradiction. Thus, тг 
cannot be an arbitrage opportunity. □
Remark. The assumption that the strategy is admissible is not in vain. Indeed, one 
can construct an arbitrage opportunity тг which does not satisfy the condition in 
Definition 3.3.1.
Remark. If we assume that
< oo,
we have that the stochastic integral is a martingale instead of supermartingale and 
we have the same result. This implies that the value process is square integrable 
and in this case, results hold. However, there is no economical interpreptation for 
this.
Remark. Under the measure Q, the discounted price process S is an exponential 
martingale. The same results follows, if we only assume that the drift ц equals the 
risk-free interest rate r. Thus we can analyse the model under measure Q simply 
by putting ß = r. The economical interpretation of this is that the expected profit 
of stock equals the profit of a bank account.
Now we know that the Black and Scholes model is arbitrage-free with admissible 
strategies and the result follows from Girsanov theorem 2.2.8. In similar way, it 
turns out that the model is complete in a sense that every Q-square integrable claim 
can be replicated. This follows from Itô-Clark representation theorem 2.2.9.
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Theorem 3.3.4. Every TT-measurable daim F € L2(Q) can be replicated.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume r = 0. Then Vt = Vt and 
St = St. We need to find a strategy nt = (ßt, 7t) such that
fJo TtdStF = V0 +
or equivalently
fJo wStdW?.F = V0 +
From Itô-Clark representation theorem 2.2.9 we know that there exists a unique 
square integrable, predictable process H such that






Since H is predictable, so is yt- In order to complete the proof, we need to show that 
such a portfolio does not allow arbitrage. Then we have our replicating portfolio 
with initial capital Eq[F]. Recall that we only need to show that
J H2dt < oo.Eq
Using Itô isometry we conclude that
/ tft2di =Eq 
Jo fHfdWtQ .Eq
But F is square integrable by assumption and
fHfdWtQ = F-V0.
□Thus we have the result.
Remark. We assumed that the claim is .fr-measurable. This simply means that we 
know the value of the claim at the moment T.
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In a discrete time setup, the completeness of the model is equivalent to the fact 
that the measure Q is unique (Lamberton & Lapeyre, 1996). This is true also in the 
Black and Scholes model.
Corollary 3.3.5. The equivalent martingale measure is unique.
Proof. Assume that Q and Q* are equivalent martingale measures. Let A 6 Jr be 
arbitrary. By Theorem 2.2.9 we have
T4ds,.




By definition of the measure, the stochastic integral above is a (^-martingale. Tak­
ing expectation with respect to Q* yields
Q‘(A) = Q(A)
and we are done. □
Now we know that every claim can be replicated. Thus the fair price of the claim 
at t should be the value of the replicating portfolio at t.
Corollary 3.3.6. The fair price of an Тт-measurable claim F E L2(Q) at the 
moment t is given by
Ct{F) = e-r^EQ[F\Tt}. (3.6)
Proof. Let Vt be the value of the replicating portfolio. Thus, by definition, F = VT 
and the fair price of the claim is given by
Ct(F) = Vt.
Recall that the discounted value У is a Q-martingale. Thus
Vt = EQ[VT\Ft]
and by discounting we obtain
e~rtVt = e-rTEQ[yT|J-t].
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This implies
Vi = e-r^EQ[F\Tt\
and we have the result. □
3.4 European options
In last section, we showed that every measurable square integrable claim can be 
replicated. However, in general we do not have any practical way to compute the 
hedging portfolio. In this section, we consider a European type claim /(St) and 
derive the hedging precisely. By Corollary 3.3.6 we have
Ct(f(ST)) = Vt = e-r^EQ[nST)\Ft], (3.7)
where Vt is the value process of the replicating portfolio. We find a value function 
v(t, x) such that
ct(f(ST)) = Vt = v(t,St).
Recall that computing in measure Q is the same as we put ¡jl = r and compute in 




Next we make use of (2.4). Since Wt — Wt is independent of JT,, we obtain
Ep[f(Ster^T-t)+(j(WT-Wt)-^^T-t))\J:t] = EP[/(a:er(T_t)+<7(lVT_lVt)_i(r_t))]|
x=Sf
Since WT — Wt ~ 7V(0, T — t), we can substitute WT — Wt with y/T — tZ, where 
Z follows the standard normal distribution N(0,1). We get
[ /(Stcr(r~t)+gv^~fy~^~(:r~^) ^ 
Jr Æ
Ep[f(xer(T~t)+aVT:zíz~ £(T-t) )] I e 2y2dt/.x=St
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2y2dy.u(f,z) = e™r(T"t) (3.8)"i=e
Put в — T — t and
^re+ay/ey-sJ-eZ =
Then we can represent (3.8) in the form
=1v(t,x) f(z)k(z,x,e)dz,





In computations we used the result (2.4). Therefore the function f has to be bounded 
enough so that the Fubini’s theorem can be applied. It turns out that the Fubini’s 
theorem may be applied because our claim / is square integrable. Technical details 
can be found in Appendix B.
Now we have found the value function v(x, i) given by (3.7) for European type 
options, and it is of the form (3.8). Next we find the replicating portfolio explicitly 
for such options. We use Itô’s formula (2.11 ), and for this the value function (3.8) 
has to be smooth enough. Clearly, the kernel к is smooth with respect to its pa­
rameters. Therefore, if / is bounded enough such that we can change the order of 
integration and derivation, we see that the value function v is smooth also. This is 
also true for square integrable claims /(St)- Again, technical details can be found 
in Appendix B. Next we assume that the value function is in C1,2([0,T),R) and 
find the hedge in this case.
Theorem 3.4.1. Let /(St) be a European option such that the corresponding value 
function given by (3.8) is in C'1,2([0,T'),R). Then the replicating portfolio тг( = 
(ßt, It) is given by
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Proof. If 7t is given by (3.10), we can compute ßt from (3.1) and we get (3.9). 
Therefore we only need to prove equation (3.10). Let v(t, x) denote the discounted 
value function v(t, x) — e~rtv(t,x). Clearly, v(t,x) € C1,2([0,T),R) whenever 
v(£, x) € C1,2([0,T), K). Itô’s formula (2.11) yields
ff2
= vx(t,St)åSt + vt{t,St) + —^vxx{tiSt) åt. (3.11)
For stock price we have
dSt = BtåSt + rStåt.
Combining these we obtain
,7-
= vx(f,S,)£,dS,+ vx(t, St)rSt + üt(f, St) + yS2vXx(i, 5t) dt (3.12)dV ;
Now L is a Q-martingale and S is a Q-martingale. Thus the drift
2
vx{t, St)rSt + vt(t, St) + yS2vxx(f, St) dt
must disappear. Indeed, we have that
f vx(t, St)BtdSt
is at least a local martingale with respect to Q. Thus, from equation (3.12) we get 
that the process
= f a2vx(t, St)rSt + vt{t, St) + —S2vxx(f, St)dtHT
is also a local martingale. But this process is a continuous process and has bounded 
variation. Therefore, by Corollary 2.2.5,
tft = 0
identically and equation (3.12) simplifies into form
dVt — vx(t, St)BtdSi.
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By direct computation
Vx(t, St)Bt = vx(t,St).
On the other hand, by (3.5) we have
dK( = 7tdSt
and the result follows. □
Theorem 3.4.1 gives us a direct way to compute the hedge of an option /(St), if 
we know the value function and it is smooth enough. However, computing integral 
(3.8) can be tricky and often requires numerical methods. Next we find another way 
to compute the hedge of the option.
Proposition 3.4.2. Let a European option /(St) be square integrable with respect 
to Q. Moreover, assume that the corresponding value /unction о/ the replicating 
port/olio v(t, x) 6 C'1,2([0, T), R). Then v(x, t) satisfies the differential equation
vt + ÿz2uzx + rxvx -rv = 0
(3.13)
V(T, ■) = /•
Proofi By definition of the hedge, the boundary condition is satisfied. By direct 
computation we have
dVt = d(BtVt) - BtdVt + rVtdt
and
dBt Bt
rSt1dSt = —dSt - -^-dt.
Bt
On the other hand,
dVt = vx(t,St)dSt.
Combine these to obtain
dVt = vx(t, St)dSt + [rv(t, St) - vx(t, St)rSt\dt.
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From Itô’s formula (2.11)
a3
dVt = vx(t, St)dSt + vt{t, St) + Ystvxx(t, St) di.
Combining these we obtain a deterministic differential equation
Vt + ^X2vxx + rxvx — rv — 0
v(T, •) - /
and we are done. □
This theorem states that our value function v(x, t) satisfies the differential equa­
tion (3.13). More interesting is that the opposite fact is also true. If a function v 
satisfies equation (3.13), then vx is the hedge for the claim f(Sr)-
Proposition 3.4.3. Assume that a function v satisfies differential equation (3.13). 
Then v is the value function of the replicating portfolio of an option f{Sr)- Thus, 
vx is the hedge for the claim f (St).
Proof. By Itô’s formula (2.11) and equation (3.13) we have
dVi = [rv(t, St) - rStvx(t, St)]dt + vx(t, St)dSt
Substitute
dSt - BtdSt + rStdf
to obtain
dVt = rv(t, St)dt + Btvx(t, St)dSt.
On the other hand.
dVt = BtdVt+ rv(t,St)dt
which gives
dVt = t;x(t,St)dSt.
Combining with (3.5) gives the result. □
Now we have two ways to compute the hedge, through the differential equation 
(3.13) and through integral (3.8) and Theorem 3.4.1. Note that both these ways
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result into the same hedge and the hedge does not depend on the drift ц. Economi­
cally this means that despite the fact that people may have different opinions on the 
expectations on the profit of the stock, the hedge and the price should be the same.
3.4.1 European call
Let us derive the hedge for the European call /(St) — (St — K)+. First we need 
to calculate the value process (3.8). By direct computation we obtain that the fair 
price of a European call is given by the value function
v(t,St) = 5(Ф (di(t, St)) - Ke^T-t4(d2(t,St)) (3.14)
where Ф is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution 
N(0,1) and
i°g 7£+(г+|<т2)СГ'—t)
di(t, St) : 
d2(t,St) := di(t,St) - ay/T - t.
Computation can be found in Appendix C. Clearly,
dd2. . ddi . .
It is easy to check that also
xer(T d¿Ф№(‘'х))= к дхФ (difax)).
Thus we obtain
= £ [хФ (di(í,z)) - Ke r(-T t4(d2(t,x))] 
= Ф(с11(Ь,х)).
Hence the hedge is given by
ъ = Ф^1(/81)).
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Assume that the model is discounted i.e. r = 0. Then Vt — Vt and St = St. Thus 
(3.5) takes the form
/Ц = Vo + Tu tinn­
ii we choose the portfolio to be the replicating portfolio, we obtain a relation
Г Ф St)) dSu 
Jo
(ST - K)+ = y0 + (3.15)
where
V0 = ^(0, So) = 50Ф №(0, So)) - КФ (d2(0, So))
and
log ^ {'1'—L)di(t, St)
d2(i,St) := di(t,St) - o\/T - t.
Remark. As the maturity of an option increases, the risk involved increases also 
and thus the price increases also. Mathematically this is same as the value function 
should be increasing in T. This is indeed so and can be proved by direct computa­
tion (Dana & Jeanblanc, 2003). In the next section we show this by other arguments. 
We also show that this is true for every convex European option.
Chapter 4
Local time and option prices
In this chapter we introduce the results. First, in section 4.1, we derive a new inte­
gral representation for the local time of geometric Brownian motion. In section 4.2 
we compute the expectation of the local time through Occupation time formula and 
by representation derived in section 4.1. In section 4.3 we consider some applica­
tions. In section 4.4, we consider European options which satisfies the assumption 
of the Tanaka-Meyer theorem.
4.1 Integral representation for local time of geomet­
ric Brownian motion
Our purpose is to find a new integral representation for local time of geometric 
Brownian motion. This is done by comparing the Tanaka’s formula and the results 
of section 3.4.
Theorem 4.1.1. Let S be geometric Brownian motion, Lf£(S) its local time at 
К and Ф the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal distribution 
N(0,1). Then the local time admits a representation
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where d[(t, St) and dr2{t, St) are given by
le,gff+(г+2о'2)(т-0dï(t,St)
c^(i, St) = d\(t,St) - a\/T - t
and Vq1'1 by
V0T'r = 30Ф №(0, So)) - Ке~гТФ (íf2(0, So)) (4.2)
z. e. r/ze price of the European call in a model which interest rate is given by r.
Remark. From now on, a short notation V¡f denotes the price Vq7 0. Similarly, short 
notations d\ and d2 denote and
Proof. Now we work in a discounted model i.e. r = 0. According to (3.15), the 
European call {St — K)+ has a representation
= V¿+ ГФ{^(Е St)) dSt 
Jo
{ST - K)+
On the other hand, geometric Brownian motion is a semimartingale and by Tanaka’s 
formula
+ = (So - K)+ + £ ISt>KdSt + ¿U<{S).
{ST - K)
The right-hand sides are the same and (4.1) follows. □
Let us check that the local time starts from the origin as it should. If T = 0, then 
the stochastic integral equals zero. Thus we need to show that 1/0° = (So — K)+. 
Since V0T is not defined at T = 0, we pass to the limit. We have three separate 
cases:
1. S0 = K: Now V? = 80Ф (|Vt)
2. So > S': Now log ^ >0 and thus di(0, So) and ¿2(0, So) both tends to 00. 
Hence, Уо0 — S0 — К.
3. So < К: Now log ^ < 0 and thus dj(0, So) and d2(0, So) both tends to —00. 
Hence, Vq = 0.
50Ф (-fVr) which tends to zero.
(4.5)E[L£(X)]= Hm E
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We conclude that
lim V0T = (S0 - K)+
T—>0+
as it should.
Corollary 4.1.2. Let S, Lff{S), Ф, di, d2 and as in Theorem 4.1.1. Then the 
local time admits a representation
Lt(S) = 2/i/0T[$(d1(i,St))-/S(>*]Stdi 
+ 2a/0r^(d1(i,St))-/s(>K]Std^t 
+ 2V0T - 2(S0 - K)+.
(4.3)
Proof. This follows simply by Definition (2.12) of the stochastic integral with re­
spect to geometric Brownian motion. □
Remark. Note that
md1(t,st))-iSt>K\<i.
Thus the stochastic integral




4.2 On the expectation of the local time of geometric 
Brownian motion
In this section we discuss how the expectation of local time can be computed di­
rectly through the formula (2.28) and with use of representation (4.3).
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Proof. In the proof of Lemma 2.3.9 we obtained
K+t
1 fTL^(X)da = - /
e Jo/Jk 1к<хи<к+А < X,X >u
and the left hand side tends to L^(X). Take expectation on both sides and then let 
e —* 0. We have
J Ik<su<k+A < X,X >uK+eu L^{X)da = lim Elim Ee—»04-
In order to complete the proof, we need to show that
K+e¡•K+e "I Г i ri
/ L (X)da = E lim -
Jk . .e-»o+ e Jk L^{X)da . (4.6)lim Ee—»04-
This means that we can change the order of limit and integration and the result 




L (X)da = L£(X).lim - 
e—>04- e
On the other hand, local time is integrable for every a and if we take expectation 






Now E[Lj-(X)] is also a continuous function and by Lebesgue differentiation theo­
rem we have K+e
jJk
l E[L^{X)}da = E[L%(X)}.lim - 
€->04- e
□Hence (4.6) holds and we have the result.
Let us apply this result for geometric Brownian motion.


































for every К > 0, where фа,ь is the probability density function of a normal distri­
bution N(a, b) i.e.
J (x-a)2
Фа,ь(%) — — p 2 b
s/ъГъ
Proof. Recall that the quadratic variation of geometric Brownian motion satisfies
d < S, S >t— <72St2d¿.
Subtitule this into the formula (4.5) to obtain
J lK<st<K+e^2StdtE[L^(5)]=£limE
By Fubini’s theorem we may change the order of integration and expectation. Thus 
we have
/ E [lK<St<K+eSt] dt. 
Jo
EfL^ (S)l = er2 lim -
^ e—»04- e (4.8)
Next we need to calculate the expectation
E [lK<St<K+(S?] .
First we observe that









E [lK<st<K+eSt] = fR fo,t(z)ht(K)<z<ht(K+t)SQe(2ß " )te2'7Zdz
= фмЛФz.
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E[L^(5)] = cr2So lim - ^2<7t,t(2)dzdi.
t(K)
Next we argue that we can change the order of limit and integration with respect to 
t. Note that if Y follows the normal distribution N(2at, t), then
ht(K+t)
L (hot'tWz = nht(K) <Y< ht(K + e)).ht(K)
It is not difficult to show that, with fixed t.
^F(ht(K) <Y < ht(K + e))











E[Lf (5)] - (hatAZ)dzdt-
ht(K)
Since ht {x) is differentiable with respect to x, we have
ht(K+e)
<f>2(Tt,t(Z)dz =Lilim -C—0+ e ht(K)




□Thus we have (4.7).
As can be seen from equation (4.5), computing the expectation of local time 
can be quite tricky and requires numerical methods. Even for geometric Brownian 
motion, the integral in (4.7) requires numerical methods. Another way to compute 
the expectation of local time of geometric Brownian motion is to use representation
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(4.3).
Lemma 4.2.3. Let ht(x) be as in Lemma 4.2.2. Then the expectation of the local 
time L'f (5) is given by
E[L*(S)] = 2 Ге[р(Ф((11(1,3^
Jo
Proof. Take expectation on both sides in (4.3) to obtain
/0T[$(d?(i,5t))-/St>Jf]^di]
+ 2E |/0T ^(d^i, St)) - ISt>K] aStdWt]
+ 2V0T -2(S0-K)+.
- Ist>K) St\ di + 2V0T - 2(S0 - K)+. (4.9)
E[Lf(5)] 2E
The expectation of the stochastic integral is zero. Moreover, by Fubini’s theorem, 
we may change the order of expectation and integration on the first term and the 
result follows. □
The expectation E[/r/5(>^5t] can be computed and we have
E[pISt>KSt} = pS0QK)<t>o,t(z)e^>+azdz 
= PSoetU f^(K) fatAz)dz
= рЗое^а-Ф^ЛЫЮ))-
The expectation E[//<ï>(di(£, St))St] seems much more complicated. However, it 
turns out that the integral
rE^idffStììStjdt
Jo
can be represented with l/0r,/i and Vq'°.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let S be geometric Brownian motion with drift // = r. Then
[T E[^(di(t, St))St]dt = 
Jo
- Vj. (4.10)
Remarh. Note that this gives also a relation between the price with interes: rate r
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and the price in the discounted model.
Proof. Now we work in a model with interest rate r. Recall that
= 1^0+ Í 7udSu.
Jo
V,




e~rT(ST - K)+ = y0T’r +
where vx is the hedge. On the other hand, by Tanaka’s formula we have
(St - K)+ - (So - K)+ + £ ISt>KdSt + ±Ы<(S).
Thus we obtain
ГvxdSt = (So-K)+ + 
Jo fJo 1erTV0T'r + erT Ist>KdSt + -L^(S).
With respect to the martingale measure Q, the process S is a martingale and S is 
a geometric Brownian motion with drift /л = r. Thus, by taking expectation with 
respect to Q, we obtain
er7V0T’r = (So - K)+ + r £ E[/St>KSt]df + 1 E[L£(S)].
By substituting (4.9) we obtain
erTVT,r = VT+ [T E[^dft,St))St\dt
Jo
□and we have the result.
With the use of this lemma we can improve our formula for the expectation of 
local time.
Theorem 4.2.5. Let S be geometric Brownian motion with drift // = r and Lf (S)
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its local time at K. Let ht(x) be as in Lemma 4.2.2. Then
rTE[i* (S)] = 2erTV?'r -2(S0- K)+ - 2rS0 / ert
Jo
(1~Ф^МК)))01. (4.11)
Proof. This follows directly by substituting (4.10) into (4.9). □
Remark. We have established two ways to compute the expectation of local time. 
However, both require numerical methods. Note also that the drift term occurs in 
different places on (4.11) and (4.7), yet they are the same.
4.3 Applications
In this section we introduce some applications of the representations (4.1) and (4.3). 
First we study a few special cases. We analyse the local time of exponential mar­
tingale and the local time of geometric Brownian motion at starting point So- We 
also consider the consequences on Black and Scholes differential equation (3.13).
4.3.1 The local time of exponential martingale
Geometric Brownian motion with drift /x = r is an exponential martingale in the 
discounted model r = 0. Now S is an exponential martingale and the the expecta­
tion of local time (4.11 ) takes the form
E[L^(S)] = 2Vq — 2(So — K)+. (4.12)
This is a simple way to compute the expectation of local time of exponential mar­
tingale. Moreover, we conclude that when // = 0, the integral in (4.7) is given
by
2V¿ - 2(S0 - K)+.
Recall also that the local time is an increasing process. Thus, for every f > s, it 
holds
E[Lf (S)] > E[Lf (S)].
for every T < oo. Recall that with respect to Q the process S is the exponential 
martingale. Despite how big the maturity T is, we still have
E[L£°(S)] < 2So
by the symmetry of standard normal distribution. Thus, the representation (4.1) 
takes the form
L*°(S) = 2 £ St)) - /St>So] d5t + 450Ф
— 2S0.
If we take expectation with respect to the measure Q we obtain
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According to (4.12), this is equivalent to
К? > K?
which means that in the discounted model the initial capital Vj of the replicating 
portfolio of the European call is an increasing function in maturity T. This can 
also be computed directly by differentiating (4.2). In economical terms this means 
that when the maturity of an option is higher, the price of the option is higher. 
Intuitively this can be explained as when the maturity date of the option increases, 
the risk included increases also. In order to hedge this risk one needs to invest more 
capital. However, this is not true for every European option as is shown in section 
4.4.
4.3.2 The local time at the starting point
Recall that the local time Lf£(S) is related to the amount of time S spends on the 
level К up to T. Let us discuss the local time L^°(S) of geometric Brownian motion 
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for exponential martingale. This means that despite the time T, the expectation of 
local time of exponential martingale at the starting level S0 is bounded by 2S0. This 
is intuitive, since the exponential martingale tends to zero as time tends to infinity.
4.3.3 On the Black and Scholes differential equation
Consider the differential equation (3.13) with f(x) — (x — K)+ and r = 0. We 
know that if v is the solution for the differential equation, then vx is the hedge 
for European call options. On the other hand, we know that V^f = u(0, So) is an 
increasing function in T. Thus, when the time interval on the differential equation 
is longer, then the boundary values v(0, So) are larger. This is an interesting result, 
since the differential equation assumes nothing about the values at f = 0 and yet we 
can say something about them. We may also compute the values г;(0, S0) for any 
positive So from equation (4.12), if we know the expected value of the local time. 
In addition, we can compute the expected value of local time numerically.
4.4 Convex European options
In this section we consider European options /(St) where / is a difference of two 
convex function and derive a formula for the price of such options in the discounted 
model r = 0. We denote the price of the option / by Vf and the price of the call 
option with strike price К by Vf (K).
Theorem 4.4.1. Let f be a difference of two convex functions and /(St) the corre­
sponding European option with maturity T. If
Ell L^(S)/' (da) < oo, (4.13)
then the price Vj of the option is given by
Vf = /(S0) + [ Vf (a) - (So - a)+f"(da). 
Jr+
(4.14)
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Proof. Recall that now, again, we work in a discounted model r = 0. Thus we have
/(Sr) = VJ + f v,iS4, 
Jo
where vx is the hedge of the claim. On the other hand, by Theorem 2.3.6 we have
- /(So) + Г r(Su)dSu +I [ LaT(S)f (da). 
Jo 1 JK
/(St)
The last integral can be taken over the positive real line since the local time of a 
positive semimartingale at the level a equals zero for every negative a. From these 
equations we conclude
Ï = /(So) +Jr(Su)- r,dS„ + - /Ju+
1
LaT(S)nda). (4.15)Vf
Take expectation with respect to the measure Q. Then the expectation of stochastic 
integral is zero and we have
Vf =/(So) + Jeq 17 LaT(S)f (da) .
z lVR+
By Fubini’s theorem and equation (4.12) we have
Vf = /(So) + / Vf (a) - (So - a)+/-(da). 
7r+
□Hence we have (4.14).
Remark. In the proof we used the Fubini’s theorem and for that we need the condi­
tion (4.13). However, this is not a very limiting condition. In practice, the integral 
is finite for every option which are meaningless in a sense that the price is finite. 
For this we needed the square integrability discussed in chapter 3.
Now we have obtained a formula for the price of a European option which is 
determined by a difference of two convex function. As a corollary, we have that 
the price of a convex option increases as the maturity increases and the price of a 
concave option decreases as the maturity increases.
Corollary 4,4.2. Let f (Sr^ be a European option which satisfies the assumptions
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of Theorem 4.4.1. Then the price of the option is increasing in T for convex f and 
decreasing in T for concave f.
Proof. By equation (4.14) we have
VR+
V} - Vf Vf (a) - Vf (a) f" (da).
Recall that the price of a European call is increasing in maturity i.e.
Vf (a) - Vf(a) > 0.
The result follows from the fact that f " is a positive measure for convex f and 
negative measure for concave f. □
Remark. One could expect that the price of an option increase in maturity since the 
fluctuation of the price can be wider in larger time interval. As the result shows, this 
is indeed so in a convex case. However, the fact that the price decreases in maturity 
for concave options means that this intuitive explanation is not correct in all cases.
Example. Consider an European put option with strike price К and maturity T. 
Now f(x) = (K — a:)+ and /" gives the mass one to the point К and zero for the 
rest. Thus




vrf = {K- SoŸ + к;ceti - (So - к)+.
Observe that
(K - So)+ - (So - K)+ = (K - S0)+ — (K — So)~ = K-S0
which yields
yoput = V0cal1 + К - S0.
Thus we obtained the put-call-parity in the discounted model.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this study we have established the connection between the local time of geo­
metric Brownian motion and European call option in the Black and Scholes model. 
We have also applicated results for more general European options. First we have 
reviewed the details of the Black and Scholes model. We have introduced the as­
sumptions of the model and shown the basic properties such as completeness and 
arbitrage-free property of the model. We have also introduced the basic stochastic 
analysis which the model is based on.
As the result, we have derived a new integral representation for the local time 
of geometric Brownian motion through the Black and Scholes model and we have 
derived a price formula for the price of European options which are determined by 
the difference of two convex functions. According to the integral representation, the 
local time of geometric Brownian motion can be represented as a linear combination 
of a stochastic integral with respect to geometric Brownian motion, the return of the 
European call at start and the Black and Scholes price of European call option. We 
have also found two ways to compute the expectation of the local time. We have 
computed the expectation directly and through the new representation.
We have introduced applications and consequences of the results. We have ap­
plicated the integral representation of local time for the local time of exponential 
martingale and in this case, we have found a simple formula for the expectation 
of local time of exponential martingale. We have also shown that the expectation 




As a financial application, we have derived the price formula which gives a rela­
tion between the price of European options which are determined by the difference 
of two convex functions and the price of the European call. We have also shown 
that the price of a convex European option increases as the maturity of the option 
increases and the price of a concave European option decreases as the maturity of 
the option increases.
We have analysed the influence of the results to the deterministic Black and Sc­
holes differential equation. We have shown that as the time interval becomes wider, 
the boundary values of the solution on the beginning of the time interval increases. 
This is interesting, since the differential equation assumes nothing about the bound­
ary values on the beginning and yet we may say something about these values. Our 
integral representation offers also a way to compute the boundary values of the 
solution, if we know the expectation of local time.
The results open a few interesting directions of further study. First of all, in 
finance it is of interest how sensitive the price of an option is with respect to the 
parameters such as maturity, volatility and interest rate. These so-called greeks are 
well known for call option and thus it would be interesting to study, whether the 
price formula offers a way for similar sensitivity analysis for more general options. 
Secondly, the differential equation would be also of great interest, if the boundary 
condition is allowed to be any convex or concave function.
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Appendix A
cZThe expectation of e
Я - ЛГ(д, (T2)
where
Let us compute the expectation of ecZ, where c is a constant and Z ~ 7V(/r,<T2). 
Let фа%ь be the probability density function of the normal distribution N(a, b).
E[ecZ] = /Rø^2(z)eC2dz
(г-4)2










On the value function of European 
options
In section 3.4, we computed the value function for square integrable European op­
tions and used the fact that it is in C'1’2([0,T),R). In computations, we used the 
result (2.4) and changed the order of derivation and integration without hesitation. 









First of all, note that
yT+ctWt^E[/(ST)2] = E[/2(S0er
= Е[/2(5<ег(т-<)-^(т~1)+ст(и/т-и'‘))]
= Jr2 /2(уег(г-*>-4м+<™)р(54 g dy)F{WT -Wte dx) 
- fu f2(S0erT-£T+™)P(WT € dz)
= /$ f2(S0erT~!£T+‘rx)
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Since our claim is square integrable, these are all finite. For the result we need the 
Fubini’s theorem. Put
g{St, WT - Wt) = /(s^Cr-tb^-tH^T-vv«))
Now we have to check that
[ \g(Su WT - VFt)|P(5t € dy)F(WT -Wt<E dx) < oo.
7r2
Let N denote the set {| <71 < 1}. We have that
l
Ir2 \g(x,ymst E dæ)P(iyT — Wtc. dy)
= fN |g(z, y)|P(St € dx)P(WT -Wte dy)
\g(x, y)\F(St 6 dx)P(Wr -Wte dy)
< 1 + Jr2_n д2(х, y)F(St E dx)F(WT — Wt£ dy) < 00.
+ /iR2-N
Here we used the fact that / is square integrable. Thus the Fubini’s theorem is 
justified. Note also that since




— Wt£ dy)P(St E dæ) < 00,
we have that
— Wt£ dy) < 00
for almost every x. On the other hand, v can be represented in the form
= f g(x,y)F(wT 
Jr
— Wt E dy).v(t,x)
Thus v is finite for almost every x. On the other hand, from the form
= Í f(z)k(z,x,e)dz 
Jr+
v(t,x)
we see that v is continuous. Thus it is finite for every x. Next we argue that the value 
function is smooth. Kernel к is continuously differentiable with its parameteres. 
Thus the function v is also continuously differentiable, if we can change the order
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of integration and derivation. Let us first show that the partial derivative vx exists. 
Fix x and в. The difference quotient is given by




We want to apply dominated convergence theorem. If we take e small enough, an 
upper bound for the difference quotient can be given by





Now we only need to show that
Lm sup \kx{z,c,0)\dz < oo.ce[x,æ+l]
The integral can be given as
Ir+ f(z) suPce[x,x+i] IM*, c, 0)\dz = /0° f{z) supce[xz+1] \kx{z, c, 0)|dz 
+ xf f{z) supce[XiX+1] \kx{z, c, 0)\dz + /^° /(z) supce[XiX+1] \kx{z, c, 0)\dz.
The middle term does not cause any problems. Thus we only need to check that we 
can fix a and N such that the first and third integrals are finite. By direct computa­
tion we obtain
iogf- (г-т) 01
kx(z,x,0) = —k(z,x,0) ■
x
Moreover,
sup k{z,c,0) ■ I flog- - (r - it) I 
ce[x,x+i] V c V ¿ / /
1
sup \kx(z,c, 0) <
c€[x,x+l] xa20
Let us next find the supremum
i(log;-(r-y)<')isup k(z, c, 0) ■
c€[x,x+l]
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By continuity, the supremum equals maximum since the interval is closed. Thus 
we only need to find the maximum. This can be done by forgetting absolute value 
and finding all extreme values. In addition, we can take a and N such that g < 0 
for every z < a and g > 0 for every z > N. Extreme values can be found on end 
points of the interval or on the points where derivative equals zero. Put
g(z, x, в) = log - (r - у ^
в.
Then
£ф,с,0)- (logf- (г-ÿ) ø)
This equals zero exactly when
ze±V^-(r-¿>
X =
Next we take a such small that neither of these zeros cannot be achieved for any 
z 6 (0, a) and thus the extreme values are achieved on point z or z + 1. In similar 
way, we take N so large that neither of these zeros cannot be achieved for any 
z 6 (N, oo). Thus the potential extreme values are on z or z + 1. Now we have 
deduced that
J7(z) supce[zx+1] \kx(z,c,0)\àz 
< h(x, в) f /(z) supce[Xia.+1] k(z, c, e)\g(z, c, 0)|dz.
Here the integral is the integral over an interval (0, a) or (N, oo) and h is only 
a short notation for a function which is a constant, since z and в was fixed. As 
explained above, we can forget the absolute value of g and check that these integral 
are finite for c = z and c = z + 1. Depending on this, we only multiply and divide 
by z or z + 1 and we have the form
xh(x,9) J f(z)kx(z,x,e)dz
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whereæ = zorz = z+l. This implies that we only need to show that
/JR+ f(z)kx(z,x,e)dz < oo.
By the use of Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we obtain
/R+ f{z)kx{z,x,9)dz
= ^/E+/(z)fc(z,z,0)^dz____________
у/1ж+ f2(z)k(Zixie)dz)l Jr+ k{z,x,e)
X2
1 dz.< а2 в
The first integral is finite, since / is square integrable. Making a change of variable 
we obtain that the second integral is of the form
/ Ce y2y2dy 
Jr
where C is a constant depending on x and в. Since this integral is finite, we con­
clude that we can change the order of integration and derivation. Thus the partial 
derivative vx of value function is given by
vx(t,x) f(z)kx(z,x,e)dz.
With similar arguments, one can conclude that partial derivatives vxx and vt exists 
exactly when
/Jr+ f{z)kxx(z,x,e)dz < oo
and
/Jr. f(z)ke(z,x,e)dz < oo.
These can be shown in a similar way. We omit the details.
Appendix C
The value process for European call 
option
Let us compute the value process given by (3.8) in the case of European call option 
f(x) — (x — K)+. Define di and d2 as
log •g + (r+|g2)(T-t) 
a%/T-t
d2(t,x) := di(t,x) — ал/Т — t.
di(t,x) :
Moreover, let Ф(ж) be the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribu­
tion N(0,1).
V(t,x) = е-г<-Т-^ /R f(xer(T-t)+<,dT=tz-4(T-t)) e_j|dz 
= f&(xe<7'/ir=iz-!£(T~t) - Ke-P-Vy^-dz.
Clearly
> Ке~т^т~^.ГС
ay/T=tz-^(T -t) > Inf-r(T-t)
z (¿(Г - i) - r(T - ())ay/T—t
Z > —d2{t,x).
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Thus
JR{xe<r^rzii-^T-t) - Ke-V-Vy'-jidz
= ala^'/тz¡,^<т-, - ке-^r-éàz.







Put y = z + cry/T — t in the first integral. Then dy = dz and
z2 = (y- aVr^t)2 = y2 - 2aVT^~ty + a2{T - t).
Moreover,
z < d2{t,x) y < d\(t,x).
We get
[Mt,*) -£,V!rTz-^(T-t)e-£d
J —oo ‘ ч/2тг
= fdl(t,l) xe-oVT=iy+<P(T-t)-4(T-t)+oVT=iy-4(T-t) e_A¿У
J-oo VTtt y
= а:Ф(с?1(^,ж)).
Thus the value function (3.8) for European call is given by
u(i,St) = 5t$(di(i,5t)) -
